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CEO and Medical Director’s Report
Kevin Wisdom-Hill and Dr Michael Taylor

What a difference yet
another year makes!
For the last 10 years we have been advocating for changes to the local hospital doctor arrangements across the Hills.
Progress has been minimal until this March when suddenly things changed - the doctors in Strathalbyn flagged their
concerns to CHSA about the long-term future of their local hospital support and CHSA approached us to provide a
more regional overnight solution. Following discussions with CHSA and the membership we established an
overnight roster at Mt Barker Hospital in March and we have been able to fill all shifts since its commencement - our
thanks go to all those GPs who have worked on the roster and to the GPcare team for their hard-work and
commitment in making it actually happen.
Summit Health has always sought to position local general practice as a solution provider to local CHSA issues
however we understand that the collective goodwill has been stretched thin in working to help the hospital over the
past 3-4 months; this will be further tested by the recent CHSA request for daytime doctor coverage from July 2017
and NRAH ramp-down. We continue to push CHSA to actively develop and communicate future activities in a more
collaborative fashion so that practices can fully consider and plan their involvement. Last year GPcare After-Hours
saw 10,000 patients; how would the State system cope if this community service ceased? And at what cost in terms
of hospital resources, SAAS trips etc? Conversely, many GPs benefit from their relationship with the hospital and so
we all need to strike a realistic balance.
Despite all the above challenges and changes, the business of local general practice continues; we are not collectively
threatened by a bulk-billing hospital primary care service and have strong input in helping manage that scenario in
the near to mid-term. Our community continues to be well-served by a diverse range of health services supporting
the growing GP workforce that call the Hills "home". Pressure points do remain especially in mental health, chronic
disease and increasing obesity and so we continue to work with the Country SA PHN to secure services for our
community to address these; we'd like to thank them for their ongoing support for our after-hours and mental health
services (the latter saw an expansion of services to cover Fleurieu and Kangaroo Island over the year).
The Summit Health Centre continues to prove attractive to new service providers and was able to take on many of
the consulting specialists from Mt Barker Hospital when it closed its consulting rooms to make way for the day-time
doctor presence that started in July 2017. The centre is covered elsewhere in this report.
Our thanks once again to the staff that have helped make all this happen - they are critical to how we move forward
on our journey to bring more services to the broad membership and our community. As ever we are always happy to
visit your Practice to discuss your needs and concerns and what services we can offer; please just contact either of us
on 8406 7700.

Kevin and Michael
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Continuing Professional Development
Rebecca Jeffries and Penny Heinrich

Program Overview
Summit Health has continued to run a lively and active Continuing Professional Development (CPD) program
during 2016/17. These events were well attended and positive feedback has been received. This program
provides valuable networking opportunities for GPs, practice staff and allied health professionals working in the
Adelaide Hills.

In response to our September 2016 Member Survey as well as an increasingly expanding CPD education
provider environment, Summit Health has chosen to no longer be a registered provider with RACGP. Whilst
moving forward our focus will be on providing more informal education and networking opportunities for our
members, we will continue to work with organisations such as GPEx, 4Life and MIGA to provide and promote
opportunities for our members to achieve their professional CPD requirements.

During 2016/17
Summit Health
facilitated 11
education events,
with an overall
attendance of 204
participants across
the year.

This compares to 2015/16 with 12 events and 264 participants (noting
that the 4 CPR sessions are counted as 1 event).

iRecords, is there an app for that?
In March 2017, Gareth Thomas of MIGA presented an evening session on Risk Management for iRecords. 24 GPs
and practice staff attended the event at the Summit Health Centre.
According to the feedback 100% of respondents thought the workshop was Good or Excellent.
Some comments made about the workshop included

Very timely concerns

Worthwhile and thought provoking

Valuable session, raised many relevant/useful issues

Highlighted the risk of people being able to hack our records and the need for a social media policy for staff

Excellent presentation
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Paediatric Update
December 2016 saw 22 GPs, practice staff and other professionals attend a dinner CPD event presented by
Adelaide Paediatrics. Specialist clinicians gave talks on Sensory Processing, Intellectual Disabilities and GP
referrals for paediatric hip and knee pain.
Attendees reported the following main points as being met








Awareness of a local Paediatric service
Red flags for sensory processing diagnosis
Newer testing for intellectual disability
ID screens
How little I know about genetics!!
Referral options for some key conditions
Red flags / when / where to refer

National Cervical Screening Program
In June 2017, 14 GPs, practice nurses and managers attended a
dinner event at the Summit Health Centre.
Presented by Dr Dragica Sosa and delivered under the CSAPHN
AGPT program, the meeting was an opportunity for GP Extend to
update attendees in regards to the National Cervical Screening
Program.

Summit Health would like to acknowledge the
support of all guest speakers and sponsors who
assist in maintaining a successful CPD calendar.
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Mental Health and Counselling Services
Ingrid Puise

Service Overview
2016-2017 saw changes in the programs provided by Summit Health Mental Health services in the Adelaide
Hills, Fleurieu Peninsula and Kangaroo Island.
While we continued to provide a comprehensive service into the Hills, we were successful in the bid to expand
services into the Fleurieu Peninsula and Kangaroo Island. The transition into new Summit Health services for
clients was achieved seamlessly with the successful engagement of mental health clinicians across all regions.
Funding continued to be provided by Country SA Primary Health Network (CSAPHN) and GPSA with programs
delivered to clients who presented with mental health issues ranging from mild, moderate to severe and complex.
We continue to offer services at the Summit Health Centre in Mt Barker along with a number of schools and
satellite locations across all regions.
The Mental Health Team remains an invited member of a number of key interagency groups which enables us to
continue to contribute towards effective service coordination across the Adelaide Hills, Fleurieu Peninsula and
Kangaroo Island.

Summary of key achievements



1282 referrals were received across the Adelaide Hills, Fleurieu Peninsula and Kangaroo Island.



Clinicians conducted 6152 appointments.



Successful expansion into the Fleurieu Peninsula and Kangaroo Island with the seamless transition of new and
existing clients into the new programs.



Continued to be a lead organisation in the provision of mental health services across the Adelaide Hills region
with over 450 clients open and receiving services at any one time.



Continued to provide services that meet the needs of our clients with high satisfaction levels across the
parameters of access, outcome and quality recorded across all programs (see Figures 1 & 2).
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94% of overall
budgeted services
were delivered in
2016—2017
Overall Funded Mental Health Services

93.3% satisfaction
with quality of
Psychological
Therapy Services
Figure 1

94.8% satisfaction
with quality of
Shared Care Service

Figure 2
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GPcare In Hours General Practice
Jo Teakle and Kim Saunders

Program Overview
GPcare General Practice is entering into its third year of operation since commencing in November 2014 with the
opening of the Summit Health Centre (SHC).
Dr Chris Say (Director of GP Training) and Dr Graham Hughes have brought extensive clinical experience and
local knowledge to GPcare which has been invaluable as we have continued to grow and establish this new
practice. They are very well supported by GP Registrars from GPEx and sessional GPs; equating to a 4.0 clinical
FTE. Dr Graham Hughes has continued to work at GPcare on a rotational basis in between his placements in the
NT to pursue his passion for Aboriginal Health. We are also supported by a dedicated and experienced team of
nursing and reception staff in addition to our two 5th year medical students (Mia Roberts and Anastassia Silaeva)
from the University of Adelaide undertaking their rural placement in Mt Barker during 2017. We are also
continuing with our 8 week placements for 3rd year nursing students from Flinders University.
GPcare has continued to participate in the day-time 1 in 5 on-call Mt Barker practice rotation to support the hospital.
We have continued to work closely with the Mt Barker Hospital and CHSA regarding the primary and acute
interface; and this will continue to increase as we work towards a GP onsite 24/7 service at Mt Barker Hospital from
July 2017. Patient numbers have continued to grow steadily throughout the year requiring additional GP workforce
to provide support for the day time on-call roster and support the increasing pressure on the after-hours service.
We are keen to work with other practices in exploring opportunities to use the SHC facility to enhance their own
business; and we have GPs from other Hills practices undertaking sessions to support their Mt Barker patients with
localised service delivery. If your practice is interested in discussing potential opportunities please contact us on
0409 744 940.

Many thanks for all involved in another
successful year with GPcare General Practice.
GPcare After Hours Service
Jo Teakle and Kim Saunders

Program Overview
GPcare After Hours has completed another very successful year with various General Practitioners
participating on the roster supported by an experienced team of nursing and reception staff and funding from
CHSA and Country SA Primary Health Network. Over the year we saw 9,714 patients coming from the local
community as well as state-wide and interstate.
GPcare After-Hours continues to operate across the Summit Health Centre and the Mt Barker Hospital. After a slowdown early in 2017, demand has increased significantly and has necessitated increased medical officer, support
officers and nursing staff hours to meet patient workload.
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GPcare After Hours Service, continued
Jo Teakle and Kim Saunders
GPcare continues to collaborate closely with
the associated radiology service, Dr Jones and
Partners to ensure that X-ray style clinics
operate onsite at the Summit Health Centre at
peak demand periods: patients no longer have
to leave the comfortable surrounds of the
Summit Health Centre to have their X-rays,
and associated care.

Overnight Cover for Mt Barker Hospital
Summit Health has been working closely with Country Health South Australia (CHSA) in monitoring the need for
overnight onsite cover at the Mt Barker Hospital. As community demand has grown funding has been provided for
an overnight Doctor to be onsite at the Hospital every night. This service commenced in March 2017 and thanks to
the huge effort and a team approach, each night shift has been covered since it commenced along with positive
feedback and high consumer satisfaction.
The service was trialled for 3 months with an overwhelming positive response from all involved; resulting in the
overnight cover continuing into the future, with consumer satisfaction a primary goal.

The New Royal Adelaide Hospital
Preparation for the official opening of the new RAH in early September will mean many patients will be transferred
out of the RAH into country hospitals that may not be where they reside. This in turn will result in increased demand
on existing responsibilities. GPcare will take an active role is in this process, to welcome patients to the Mt Barker
Hospital as they convalesce.

Future Planning
The population of Mt Barker and surrounding hills continue to grow and tertiary hospitals are reaching capacity. This
is creating increased demand for a medical officer to be onsite at the Mt Barker Hospital during day-time hours and
exceeding the capacity of the current day-time on call clinic arrangement to effectively manage. Different solutions
have been flagged by CHSA for the second half of 2017 and we will report on these next year.

Maintaining strong working relationships with the Mt Barker and Stirling Hospitals, the
GPcare After Hours team of GPs, Registrars, Nurses and Administration staff have
continued their hard work and commitment to our community ensuring GPcare After Hours
remains one of the most well-supported and successful after hours services in South
Australia.
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Summit Health Centre
Kevin Wisdom-Hill and Dr Michael Taylor
The centre has now been operating for 2.5 years and we can
now boast a broad range of services that are accessible to local
GPs and their patients. One of the original tenets of the centre
was to be an incubator supporting new clinical services for our
community; 2 of our longer-term tenants (Attune and Hills
ENT) have recently out-grown the centre and have set up
independently (albeit just across the road). We wish them well
and look forward to bringing in new services to fill their
vacated space. We would also like to particularly thank our
long term tenants who have helped make this possible: SA
Heart, Terry White Chemmart, Dr Jones and Partners, CHSA
Community Health, myPhysioSA, Adelaide University, University of South Australia and Australian Clinical Labs

The three goals for the centre remain:

Increase local access to a broader range of
quality services
We now have 36 different services provided by our tenants (up 50% on last year). The full list of service providers
can be found at: www.summithealthcentre.org.au/services however if there is a service that you feel is particularly
needed then please let us know . . . and yes, we know about Psychiatry!

Use the Centre as a hub to offer enhanced
outreach services outside Mt Barker
Whilst the Centre's business has increased significantly, it is likely to be a year or so before we have the resources to
be able to look at providing additional out-reach services to our more remote practices and communities (excluding
mental health services which we are expanding). We are committed to spreading health services outside of Mt
Barker as soon as practicable; Michael and I are always keen to meet and discuss opportunities.
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Provide opportunities for existing Practices to
use the Centre to grow their own capacity
This is a more challenging but potentially more rewarding goal for Summit Health as a member-based organisation.
Several local GPs have identified how they can work with the Centre to develop their own business and we
encourage any local GP or Practice to contact either Michael or myself to discuss ideas you may have as to how we
can work with you to grow your opportunities.
Our workforce support for Nurse Students from Flinders University has been very successful with nine students
placed during the year and being given very strong, positive introductions to nursing in general practice. Obviously
our hope is that a positive introduction to general practice nursing will increase the number of nurses looking to this
sector for their career development - please feel free to contact Jorin Derks (our Clinical Triage Nurse)
jorin.derks@summithealth.org.au, if you are looking for additional nursing workforce and would like some
recommendations.

Bio-Diversity at the Summit Health Centre

Last year we reported on our resident nesting Plovers living in our water retention basin. We are pleased to report
they have returned and hatched another set of chicks.
We have also worked with Trees for Life to plant over four hundred native plants around the building - fortunately
most of them have survived the summer and we look forward to watching them thrive and increasing the local biodiversity.
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AHDGP Membership
Full Members
Dr Yati Adam

Dr Adrian De Savi

Dr Sue Man

Dr Peter Schultz

Dr Jane Alderman

Dr Sally Downes

Dr Stephen McCappin

Dr Ken Sieben

Dr James Allan

Dr Boris Eskandari Marandi Dr Megan McLaughlin

Dr Catherine Skinner

Dr Hugh Allen

Dr Kassandra Fairhall

Dr Peter Michelmore

Dr Katya Speight

Dr Katrina Allen

Dr Jason Garrood

Dr Timothy Moss

Dr Nigel Stocks

Dr Briony Andrew

Dr Jenieta Hartley

Dr Kate Nielsen

Dr Kim Sun

Dr John Arthurson

Dr Peter Hartley

Dr Erin O’Connor

Dr Andrew Sykes

Dr Faisal Bachok

Dr Lasath Hattotuwa

Dr Sally-Anne Parsons

Dr Geoffrey Symons

Dr Roger Bannister

Dr Erich Heinzel

Dr Veronica Paull

Dr Michael Taylor

Dr Ioulia Bobkova

Dr Graham Hughes

Dr Andrew Pols

Dr Sean Taylor

Dr Sinclair Bode

Dr Sheree Hunt

Dr Lindy Poole

Dr Nina Tonkin

Dr Matthew Bourke

Dr George Isaac

Dr Linda Porteous

Dr Angela Travis

Dr Sue Boyer

Dr Azlan Ismail

Dr Allison Ramsey

Dr Christopher Walker

Dr David Brookes

Dr Philip Johns

Dr Jane Ramsey

Dr Don Wallis

Dr Rosemary Brown

Dr Jonas Kasauskas

Dr Adrian Rose

Dr Richard Weate

Dr Cara Bryant

Dr Mark Lang

Dr Robert Rushton-Smith

Dr Richard Wilson

Dr Kerry Callaghan

Dr Ceridwen Lloyd

Dr Nurazlin Sabtu

Dr Michelle Winn

Dr Mark Crawford

Dr Ahmet Lokaj

Dr Peter Sargeant

Dr Nicola Wisdom

Dr Steve Daniels

Dr Margaret Low

Dr Christopher Say

Dr Michal Wozniak

Dr Thomas Davey

Dr Sarah Lucy

Dr Cynthia Say

Dr Rene Zimmermann

Associate Members
Ms Janette Baker

Mrs Helen Fordred

Ms Vicki Linden

Ms Sandra Pullen

Ms Martha Baker

Mrs Rose Foskett

Ms Kaye Lines

Mrs Diana Salzborn

Miss Claire Bolton

Mr Michael Foster

Ms Kaylene Lorimer

Mrs Jacquie Simpson

Ms Julianna Boylan

Ms Jane Griessl

Mrs Margaret Marshall

Ms Julie Starke

Ms Gillian Brereton

Mrs Gwen Hannagan

Ms Adrienne Martin

Ms Laura Tanner

Mrs Fay Briggs

Mrs Heather Hardy

Mrs Heather Mason

Ms Lisa Taylor

Mrs Carol Buchanan

Mrs Niluka Hattotuwa

Ms Mary-Anne McMichael Ms Patricia Thomas

Ms Bronwyn Byfield

Ms Gina Highet

Mrs Kathryn McMurtrie

Ms Sandy Turner

Mrs Elly Cousins

Ms Narelle Iles

Mr Karel Michielsen

Ms Kaye Vaughton

Ms Naomi Crosby

Miss Samantha James

Mrs Lyn Molinaro

Ms Louise Webb

Mrs Tracy Cross

Ms Sally Jarrett

Ms Laura Mucci

Mr Nick Wells

Mrs Judy Daniels

Mrs Angela Kidman

Dr Shriram Nath

Mrs Marlene Westley

Ms Fran Davy

Mrs Angela Laird

Mrs Diana Nixon

Mrs Lucy Wheatley

Mrs Judy Fielke

Ms Wendy Langshaw

Mrs Mary Orr

Mrs Margaret Wheatley

Ms Johanna Flavell

Ms Julie Lind

Ms Sally Patten

Mr David Wilson
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AHDGP Board Members
Board Meetings held from July 2016 to June 2017
Board Member

Position

10 meetings

Qualifications

Professor Keith Evans Chair

Meetings Attended

BA (Psychology), Advanced Diploma in
Psychotherapeutic Techniques, Registered
Psychiatric Nurse (RMN), Registered
General Nurse (SRN), Graduate - New
Zealand College of Management.

7

Dr Mark Crawford

General Board Member

MBBs, FRACGP, DRACOG

10

Ms Ursula Dahl

Non-GP Board Member

BA Hons (Soc), Grad Dip Health Admin,
Family Casework Cert, Workplace
Training Cert IV

9

Masters of Health, Administration degree
(University of NSW)

7

6

Mr Philip Huestis

Non-GP Board Member

Dr Sheree Hunt

General Board Member

B.App.SC (Physiotherapy), Grad Dip Adv
Manip Therapy, M. App. SC
(Physiotherapy) M. Bioethics, BMBS
(Flinders) FRACGP

Dr Cynthia Say

General Board Member

BMBS, FRACGP

8

Dr Michal Wozniak

General Board Member

MBBS, FRACGP

6

Finance Sub-Committee

Governance & Planning Sub-Committee

Super Clinic Trust

Mr Philip Huestis

Dr Michal Wozniak

Mr Philip Huestis

Dr Mark Crawford

Dr Michael Taylor

Dr Mark Crawford

Dr Michael Taylor

Prof Keith Evans

Dr Michael Taylor

Dr Cynthia Say

Ms Ursula Dahl

Dr Cynthia Say

Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill

Dr Sheree Hunt

Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill

Ms Penny Heinrich

Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill

Ms Penny Heinrich

Medical Director Dr Michael Taylor MBBS, DCCH, FRACGP,
FAICD
Representative on: Summit Health Clinical Advisory Group, Mental Health Program Management Group, Hills Area
Health Advisory Council, Southern Adelaide LHN Audit & Risk Management Committee.
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Chair’s Report
Professor Keith Evans, Chair of AHDGP Board
2016/17 has been a significantly positive year with the following major achievements
(see below) underpinned by a new Strategic Plan. The Plan has a stronger emphasis on re
-creating local, informal general practice networks that provide GPs and Practice Staff
with more chance to network and discuss those things that are affecting you on a daily
basis. It will start slow but be increased gradually over the coming year in support of our
view that local organisations with grass-roots linkages such as Summit Health are the
best mechanism to support CHSA and Country SA PHN (CSAPHN) in developing
workable solutions to identified health need gaps.

Expanded Mental Health Services
Our mental health services are now delivered across the Adelaide Hills, Fleurieu Peninsula and Kangaroo Island
thanks to expanded funding from CSAPHN. We have also been able to offer weekend services to clients to improve
accessibility of services - again thanks to CSAPHN funding. We have established a formal partnership with two
neighbouring mental health service providers to both improve our clinical governance and share the cost of its ongoing development.

Expanded After-Hours
Our member survey in 2015/16 identified improving patient access to after-hours care to be a high priority. The last
3 months of the financial year saw significant progress on this front with the successful implementation of an
overnight doctor at Mt Barker thanks to CHSA funding and additional lobbying by our local Federal MP Rebekha
Sharkie (see below). Needless to say, given the extended hours of service, patient numbers have continued to grow.
The after-hours services have also been supported with additional funding from CSAPHN. This helps with the
challenges of ongoing growth and achieving the right GP / patient ratio however we expect the after-hours service
will be financially sustainable without any prop-up funding by the end of next financial year.

Summit Health Centre
The Centre continues to grow steadily and now hosts a broad range of services helping to meet the needs of our community. See the separate report for more information.

2017 AGM
Our 2017 dinner AGM will take place at the Uraidla Hotel on Wednesday, 11th October. Our guest speaker will be
Rebekha Sharkie MP; with the State election only months away it's a chance to get an insiders perspective on what's
happening politically around health policy and funding and I encourage you to put the event in your diary.

I’d like to thank the rest of the Board for their commitment and support to me in my role as
Chair over the past 12 months. Despite the improving financial position of the organisation,
the Directors have continued to forego their Board sitting fees (see the Finance Report for
more details). In closing, on behalf of the whole Board, I would like to acknowledge the
hard work of the CEO and his team - without their collective commitment and effort we
would not be where we are today.
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Finance Committee Report
Philip Huestis, Chair of Finance Committee
It's nice when a plan comes off! Last year I flagged the Board's confidence in turning
around our recent 3 years of losses into a surplus. It's been a painful and difficult
period as we invested to establish the Summit Health Centre as the premiere facility in
the Hills for tenanted health service delivery. Finally, however, we have turned the
corner and produced a surplus for FY 2016/17. This surplus is a result of Centre
growth (we now only have 2.5 rooms out of 26 unleased) and expanded funding from
Country SA Primary Health Network.
None of this could have been achieved without the hard work of the management team at Summit Health and a
strong focus and commitment by the Board to providing our community with a facility of which it can be proud. The
organisation now has over 50 salaried staff and 40 clinical contractors (GPs, psychologists etc.) and it is exciting for
everyone that we have ended the year so positively. That said, the primary care sector will continue to present challenges for organisations like ours that rely on third party funding to deliver improved community access to services
and we will have to constantly evolve in response to funders' needs.
The financial summary (below) was completed by our external auditor and no material issues were identified. A full
set of Financials are available on our web-site (www.summithealth.org.au/about).

The finances are overseen on behalf of the Board by the Finance Committee and I would like to thank the other
members of the Finance Committee for their support and input: Doctors Cynthia Say and Mark Crawford, Medical
Director, Dr Michael Taylor, CEO Kevin Wisdom-Hill and Corporate Services Manager Penny Heinrich.

2017

2016

2015

2014

Income

$4,608,407

$3,509,757

$2,787,689

$2,463,252

Expenditure

$4,452,383

$3,645,978

$3,129,936

$2,663,129

$156,024

-$136,221

-$342,248

-$199,877

$11,570

$147,791

$490,039

$689,916

$167,594

$11,570

$147,791

$490,039

Surplus
Opening Retained Earnings
Closing Surplus

As a reminder: we do now have a significant asset in the form of the Summit Health Centre however it does not show
up on our Balance Sheet as it is held in a separate Trust of which this organisation is the sole beneficiary.
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